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Abstract: Finite battery lifetime and low computing capability of wireless devices (WD) have been 

longstanding performance limitations of many low-power wireless networks, e.g., wireless sensor 

networks and Internet of Things. The recent development of wireless power transfer (WPT) and 

mobile edge computing (MEC) technologies provide promising solutions to fully remove these 

limitations so as to achieve sustainable device operation and enhanced computational capability. In 

this talk, we consider a multi-user MEC network powered by WPT, where each energy-harvesting WD 

follows a binary computation offloading policy, i.e., data set of a task has to be executed as a whole 

either locally or remotely at the MEC server via task offloading. In particular, we are interested in 

maximizing the sum computation rate of all the WDs in the network by jointly optimizing the 

individual computing mode selection and the system transmission time allocation. 
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